Tribute to Rush Limbaugh
Prior to Rush Limbaugh, the conservative political movement was like a
voice crying in the wilderness. There were National Review, Human
Events, Eagle Forum and a few "think-tanks," but the fraudulent
narratives concocted by the Pharisees of the Jews' Media were
essentially the only game in town.
The enormous success of Rush Limbaugh's 50 million listeners each week
and 700 affiliated stations paved the way for other pioneers, not the
least of which was Fox News. Things have never been quite the same for
leftists since those two voices began introducing facts, evidence, logic
and accuracy into the arena of opinion journalism.
No longer could the fraudulent and biased narratives of the Jews'
Media overwhelm all competing points of view. They've never been
able to generate fake news with the same "traction," nor have they
ever forgiven either Rush or Fox News for the demise of their monopoly
and their fading ability to manipulate public opinion in service to the
international socialist movement.
If America manages to survive the treachery within our midst, Rush
Limbaugh will deserve a significant amount of the credit as surely as Joe
McCarthy, Donald Trump, Newt Gingrich and Ronald Reagan. Rush was
to America's political debate what Patton's Third Army was to "The
Battle of the Bulge." He deserved the Presidential Medal of Freedom as
surely as any other recipient. I regret he didn't lived to see Hillary's
demise.
At various times Rush claimed to be more than 99% correct: I don't know
how that particular statistic is generated, but I DO know that just about
anything Rush Limbaugh ever stated as fact was something his listeners
"could take to the bank." On the rare occasions when he was wrong, he
apologized like the classy guy he was.

One prediction he made on his radio show really stands out: In January
or February of 2018, Rush predicted that when all the facts are in about
Obama's DOJ and FBI holdovers attempting a coup against Trump as a
candidate and later President, the evidence will prove that the phony
"Steele Dossier" was the sole "predicate" for all four FISA Warrants
used to spy on Trump. Lately, he's been vindicated 100 times over.
This was really sticking his neck out, because incontrovertible evidence
was at least two years away in the form of the Mueller Report, the Justice
Department's Inspector General's Report, the FISA Court's Report of
fraud perpetrated on it by the DOJ and FBI, and the conclusive proof that
has slowly emerged from the Durham Investigation. Rush had better
sources than the drive-by media or the CIA.
It's important to recognize that the most important contribution Rush
made wasn't just entertaining and informing us, it was teaching us how
to critically evaluate news and opinion. The Limbaugh Institute taught
us how to think about current events and how they were reported by the
"drive-by media." The learning should never cease.
Rush Limbaugh was the dearest friend I never met. The best and most
appropriate way to preserve his memory is to fight to preserve this
country and the vision of its Founders, and do so by using the tools that
he gave us.
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